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The purpose of my project  is  to consider the properties of barred spiral  galaxies in 

interacting systems and in isolation through simulation and comparison to observations. 

I target specifically the isolated galaxy NGC4303 and interacting galaxy NGC3627, for 

both of which, comprehensive observational results are available. 

A  detailed  simulation  of  these  galaxies,  when  matched  with  observational  data, 

facilitates an in-depth study of various astrophysical properties, such as star formation 

and the effects  of a central  bar feature.  Hence,  the simulations are developed using 

observational  data  constraints  in  the  form  of  galactic  rotation  curves  and  surface 

densities.  Then,  they  are  evolved  with  sophisticated  heating,  cooling  and  stellar 

feedback acting on the gas to reliably determine star formation properties throughout 

the galaxy.

For  the period up to  and including March 2019,  with the XC-Trial  account,  it  was 

possible to run a suite of SPH simulations at low resolution. These were used to assess 

and develop a disk with potentially similar attributes to barred spiral galaxy NGC4303: 

the first of two targets identified for study to consider the properties of barred spiral 

galaxies in isolation compared to those in interacting systems. 

From  these  simulations,  the  initial  condition  properties  which  contribute  to  bar 

formation were investigated and constrained for the target galaxy.  For example, the 

mass ratio of bulge to disk stars, rotation speed and spin parameter. The rotation curve 

from observations was used as a standard of reference. It was possible to form a stable 

bar  in  a  number  of  test  cases.  This  was  repeated  with  the  addition  of  a  gas  disk, 

developed  from  and  in  addition  to,  the  initial  stellar  disk.  It  was  also  possible  to 



simulate these cases accounting for star formation and feedback processes with similar 

results.

The  best  of  these  was  then  able  to  be  simulated  at  an  order  of  magnitude  higher 

resolution, including the implementation of star formation and feedback processes. In 

general, the properties of this result make a reasonable first order match to the target 

galaxy, such as rotation curves and gas mass fraction. However, it was significantly less 

successful at producing the desired, clear spiral and bar features of the target galaxy. 

Still,  the star formation properties are able to be considered and analysed from this 

result at this resolution. However, a clearer barred spiral structure, in line with the target 

galaxy, is more desirable. With the significantly increased computing power of the XC-

B  account  from  April  2019,  the  higher  resolution  result  can  be  developed  more 

efficiently to produce such a result and subsequently, facilitate publishable analysis. 


